
 

 

 

 

             Maurice Quinn – 1931 - 2016 an appreciation   

Malahide bridge community lost a great friend and supporter with the passing of Maurice Quinn. In 
fact, it was Maurice, aided and abetted by Kitty and Yvette McCabe, who started the original Malahide 
Bridge Club in the 1960’s in the Grand Hotel on Monday nights. In the early 70’s he gave bridge lessons 
in the Grand hotel and in Chanel College. This led to the foundation of the North County Bridge club on 
Thursday nights. Many of those pupils still play in Malahide Regional Bridge club today. He was the 
father of bridge in Malahide.  

Maurice had a lifelong love for and an encyclopedic knowledge of all sports, as you would expect from 
someone who had a very successful career in the sports department of RTE radio. He loved to travel 
and was fortunate to report from the Olympics, World Cup, European Cup and major Irish sporting 
events but that was his day job. He loved to play social golf in the Island G.C. He may not have been a 
champion golfer but unlike most of us who play, he recorded 3 holes-in-one (Donabate, The Kileen 
Course in Killarney and Kenmare G.C.). He was also a great cook and with Kitty as his commi chef they 
entertained family and friends with legendary dinner parties. There were many sides to Maurice as he 
was also an avid reader and enjoyed cryptic crosswords. He also set crosswords for the Irish Times 
(Chequered Flag) and the Irish Examiner.  

However, bridge was his passion. He was life President of the North County Bridge Club, past president 
of Portmarnock Bridge Club, past president of the prestigious Regent Bridge Club and a trustee of 
Malahide Regional Bridge Club since its foundation.  

His love and enthusiasm for bridge knew no bounds and was highly infectious. He never refused an 
invitation to play bridge and was comfortable playing with all grades from beginner to master. He was 
the perfect playing partner- never slow to praise a hand bid or played well and a sympathetic shrug 
with a bad result. He was a gentleman in his dealings with his partner and the opposing players. A 
game of bridge played in the right manner, a good post-mortem and a couple of pints – heaven.  

His pairs competition for the Maurice Quinn Trophy was the highlight of the Thursday bridge calendar 
for over 40 years in the North County and Malahide Regional Bridge Clubs. He will be lovingly 
remembered for the many interesting, devilish and quirky hands he amassed from tournaments, 
magazines and bridge books, which he pre-dealt for play and presented with commentary for post-play 
analysis. A labour of love and an example to all of us of giving something back for the many great 
moments we all get from playing bridge.  

Maurice passed away in April. He had not been well for some time but he bore his illness with dignity 
and a very quiet acceptance. We never heard him complain even though he was very physically 
restricted, uncomfortable and in great pain. He was a devoted family man and a wonderful friend. He 
was a contented, modest and unassuming man who neither sought or needed validation. He would 
have chuckled at this appreciation and would have edited it down to: 

 Born  

 Lived for 85 years  

 Passed on.  

He was a positive and unifying force in our bridge club and a great example to all of us.  
He is greatly missed.  
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